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Missing wiretap records
found in Ehrlichman's safe
WASHINGTON (API - John D.
Ehrlichman's White House sale contained Daniel Ellsberg's and 16 other
missing wiretap dies, it was disclosed
yesterday by acting FBI Director
William D. Ruckelshaus He said he
"had to arm wrestle with the Secret
Service'' to get them
The startling revelation was made as
the White House worried publicly
about the effect of televised Senate
hearings on Watergate legal processes
and a judge ordered John W. Dean Ill's

potentially explosive papers turned
over to government and Senate investigators
Meanwhile. Elliot L. Richardson was
ready to name a special prosecutor
from a list of four names and there was
testimony on Capitol Hill that Ehrlichman. H K. Haldeman and Dean tried
to involve the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA I in covert activities other
than the burglary of Ellsberg's psychiatrist.

THE WHEREABOUTS of the F.llsberg wiretaps had been a mystery until
Ruckelshaus' disclosure The missing
files were a major factor last week in
the dismissal of all charges against
Ellsberg and Anthony Russo in the
Pentagon Papers trial in Lot Angeles
Ruckelshaus said Robert Mardian.
former assistant attorney general, suggested the missing files might be in
Ehrlichman's office.
Ehrlichman resigned as President
Nixon's principal domestic advisor

After flawless launch

Skylab use threatened
The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency hat received
complaints concerning the fly ath fallout from the University's
power plant. The ash may cause damoge to a vehicle's
surface paint.

CAPE KENNEDY. Fla. (API - A
cranky set of solar power wings failed
to deploy properly yesterday on the
Skylab space station, threatening to
cancel the new American space program only a short time after it had
started with a flawless launch
The US-foot Skylab. the nation's first
space station, was smoothly drilled
into orbit from Cape Kennedy, but an
hour and 10 minutes later Mission Control said the solar cell wings, which
supply to the spacecraft by converting

EPA hears complaints
against power plant ash
By Vic Breekkart

The northwest district of the Ohio
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPAI has received several complaints about fly ash fallout from the
University power plant
Mike Dunipace. EPA district
engineer, said most complaints involve
damage to automobiles
The University has posted signs
which state. "Area subject to ash fallout. Park vehicle at own risk''
However, sections of Ohio pollution
laws could make the University liable
for damage to cars, Dunipace said.
Complaints should be filed with the
local EPA office. Ill W Washington
St . Bowling Green 43402

Weather

THE ASH fallout from the power
plant is a product of a coal-burning fuel
system. The plant is currently being
converted to an oil-burning system.
The change was necessary under a
1972 Ohio law controlling air
contaminants, he said. The University
must apply for a permit to operate
which will be given only when the University complies with all applicable
Ohio EPA rules and regulations.
Dunipace said the local EPA branch
is processing a University application
for a permit of variance from EPA
rules. The permit would indicate that
the University is not in compliance
with the rules, but would be granted
time to take corrective measures and
add pollution-control equipment, he
said.
THE REQUEST for a permit of
variance must be approved by Ohio
EPA Director Dr Ira Whitman The
decision will be based on the recommendations of the local EPA office.
Dunipace said.

Partly cloudy and cool today and
tomorrow High today 55 to 60. Low
tonight 35 to 40. High tomorrow in the
60s.

Dr. Whitman's decision will be made
after a public meeting is held to provide a forum for public complaints and

recommendations. Dunipace said
The Ohio EPA wants to keep the
University power plant on a schedule
that will solve the pollution problem in
a reasonable length of time, he said.

sunlight, had failed to automatically
deploy

Mission Control's attempt to extend
the wings witn a manual command
from the ground failed
ONE SET of solar panels, arrayed
like the blades of a windmill, successfully opened. But the second set, which
supplies more than half of the Skylab
power, remained folded against the
side of the space station
Walter J. Kapryan. launch director
at Cape Kennedy, said that without the
solar wings a planned launch today of
the first crew of astronauts to live
aboard Skylab could be canceled.
The Saturn IB rocket which is scheduled to launch the astronauts is poised
and ready on a launch pad
SKYLAB 1 astronauts Charles
Conrad Jr.. Dr Joseph P. Kerwin and
Paul J. Weil/, who were to spend 28
days aboard Skylab, watched from a
viewing area three miles away as the
space cabin rocketed away.
Five Saturn rocket engines thundered to life on time, at 1 30 p m EDT.
and the 33-story rocket slowly climbed
away from the pad.
After the launch, the spacecraft
successfully performed a series of

automatic procedures, but failed to
deploy both sets of the solar power
panels
Packed aboard Skylab is a complex
of instruments for the study of solar
physics, astronomy, the resources of
earth and of the medical changes of the
men aboard the space station The
instruments are designed to gather
new data which never before was
possible
BUT WITHOUT men aboard Skylab.
the space station is virtually useless
After watching the launch. Conrad.
Kerwin and Weitz returned to their
crew quarters to await start of their
trip into space.
Also watching the space station
launch were six men who will conduct
56-day missions -the crews of Skylab 2
and Skylab 3 The second and third missions are planned for August and
November
COMPARED to previous craft.
Skylab is the luxury cruiser on the
ocean of space.
The 199.750-pound spacecraft has the
room of a 1.600-square-foot. three-bedroom house. It was launched with
clothing, food and provisions enough
for 420 man-days of living in space.

April 30 after White House involvement in the Watergate affair became
known
Mardian claimed former FBI Asst.
Director W (' Sullivan had removed
the files from the FBI. Ruckelshaus
said, because he felt that former
Director J Edgar Hoover "might use
the records in some manner against
the attorney general or the President
RUCKELSHAUS said Sullivan "does
not affirm" Mardian s version
He said notations by Hoover indicated that then-Atty Gen John N
Mitchell later told Hoover the files had
been destroyed Mitchell has denied
making such a statement
The subjects ol the wiretaps, except
for Ellsberg's friend Morton Halperin.
were not named by the acting FBI
director. He said they included 12 other
government officials and four newsmen.
All the taps had been placed after
President Nixon and his national
security advisor Henry Kissinger had
aired concern to the FBI that leaks to
news media could imperil negotiations
on the war and the Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks
BUT HE said a preliminary look confirmed no such dangers and that none
of the individuals who were tapped had
been deprived of their government
posts or prosecuted, except for
Ellsberg
Ruckelshaus said he went personally
to the White House Saturday for the
files and at one point had to armwrestle with the Secret Service for
them.
The FBI guarded the Dean-Ehrlichman and Haldeman offices after their
resignation, but the job later was taken
over by the Secret Service.
Ellsberg is scheduled to testify
tomorrow before a Senate subcommittee on government secrecy.
Before the FBI statement presidential press secretary Ronald L
Ziegler said there is considerable concern that the Senate hearings, scheduled to begin Thursday, might interfere with the work of the grand jury
which has been meeting since
February.

Viet bombing probe approved
SAIGON (AP) - The four-nation
international peacekeeping group
voted unanimously yesterday to
investigate Communist allegations that
the United States has resumed
bombing in South Vietnam, causing
serious losses in lives and property.
A spokesman for the U.S. Embassy
denied the charges anew and said the
U.S. government "certainly welcomes
any investigation."
The Saigon government leveled
charges of its own against the Communist side, accusing North Vietnam
of "war preparations." It called for
help in persuading North Vietnam to
stop such actions.

paper," denying it had violated the
cease-fire, but accusing the United
States and Saigon of serious infractions
of the peace agreement.
The intensity of the fighting remained at a generally low level across
South Vietnam although some sharp
clashes were reported in the western
Mekong Delta bordering Cambodia.
In Cambodia, about 500 Cambodian
soldiers marched from the outer defensive perimeter of Phnom Penh into the
capital city, shooting their guns in the
air to emphasize their demands for a
month's back pay.
They also claimed they hadn't eaten
for three days.

THE SOLDIERS threatened to move
on the presidential palace if the
government failed to pay their wages
The army paymaster quickly produced
the money, the equivalent of about J17
for each man.
Loaves of bread also were handed
out to the troops and the demonstration
calmed.
Cambodian officials blamed an
administrative muddle for the troops
not getting their pay on time
IN PARIS, the Saigon government's
delegation to the bilateral political
negotiations with the Viet Cong proposed that North and South Vietnam

open immediate talks to normalize
relations and communications between
the two zones divided at the 17th
Parallel.
Le Due Tho arrived in Pans during
the day from Hanoi for new talks scheduled to begin Thursday with Henry A.
Kissinger, president Nixon's foreign
affairs advisor.
Tho- a member of the North Vietnamese Communist party's Politburo,
declared on arrival, however, that the
meetings "will definitely not take
place" if there is any further American
bombing of areas controlled by the Viet
Cong in South Vietnam

NORTH VIETNAM issued a "white

Gynecological study planned
University administrators and
Health Center officials will meet this
summer with members of the Medical
College of Ohio at Toledo to discuss the
possibility of having another
gynecologist on campus next fall.
Dr Henry Vogtsberger. Health
Center chief-of-staff. said the meeting
has been planned because of the

favorable student response to present
clinic sessions.
MORE THAN Mf students have used
the sessions since the clinic opened
Feb. 19. About 40-45 women are served
per week.
Dr. Richard Eakin. vice provost of
student affairs, said administrators

Inside the News...
* Everybody loves a circus—from
acrobats to dancing elephants. See
page five for a tour of the Hanneford
Circus.
♦ Gold prices soar, but the stock
exchange plummets. Details are on
page three.
w It's T-minus 31 for Hank Aaron,
Atlanta Braves' slugger. Will he beat
the Babe? See sports page for more
information.

and Health Center officials are waiting
until summer to discuss a new policy
so they can have an overall view of the
clinic's operations.
"It is my hope that by next fall, we'll
be able to have two gynecologists at
the Health Center, perhaps two
afternoons per week." Dr. Eakin said
BOTH THE UNIVERSITY and the
Medical College would have to approve
the change.
Dr. Yashiko Kagi, a senior resident
at the Medical College, said Friday he
sees no need for two gynecologists to
attend each session because there is
only one examining room.
But Dr. Vogtsberger disagreed "We
have plenty of room here to
accommodate two gynecologists at one
time," he said. "We could even use
three rooms, if necessary," he said
yesterday.
Presently, two doctors from the
Medical College-one gynecology and
obstetrics specialist and one senior
resident-are at the Health Center
Monday and Friday afternoons from 15 p.m.

M#WS0n#fV> mf PWCIVeMl *

Clinic
session

Dr. B. Anrutha, a gynecologist, counsels a patient at the University Health
Center. Favorable student response to present clinic sessions has prompted
University administrators to review the present gynecological services policy. A
meeting is scheduled for this summer.
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^open meeting
■:-■

The student organization involved in the (UtCttStion nl drinking
and smoking at concerts should arrange an open student meeting
to discuss the issue.
No policy has yet been determined, but adequate student input
has not been obtained The only avenue For Student opinion
■»
granted by l)r Richard Kakin. vice provost for studenl affairs,
■l>
IH..
was the chance to submit suggestions and/or comments in
writing.
This method of input was not acceptable to many students who
•* didn't want someone else interpreting their ideas
l)r Kakin. other administrators and student representatives
met to discuss the issue last week. No policy was formulated
Two of the students. Larry Whiteleather. chairman ol Cultural
Boost, and Manlynn Newton, president of the BG Student Co op,
said the meeting should have been open to students to provide
u, more input
Accordingly, the Student Body Organization, Union Activities
Organization, the co-op and I'i Kappa Alpha social fraternity -the
organizations represented at the meeting should sponsor an
open meeting to discuss policy alternatives
In the last analysis. Ihe policy should not be decided by
University bureaucrats II should be a Student-oriented decision
with real student input

gynecologist
The University and Ihe Medical College ol Ohio al Toledo
should take the necessary steps to send another gynecologist to
ihe University nexi fall.
Officials from both schools will meel this summer to discuss
the hiring ol another gynecologist
Or. Henry Vogtsberger, Health Center chicl ol Staff, said lasl
week he thought a second gynecologist would be required
because more women will be taking advanlage ol the clinic.
Both the University and the Medical College would have In
approve the addition of a second gynecologist
The clinic is usually booked 10 days to two weeks in advance
Dr. Yashiko Kagi. the gynecologist most frequently assigned to
the clinic, said he does not have enough lime to discuss the birth
control methods in depth with Ihe women.
If Or Kagi doesn't have the lime lo discuss Ihe methods With a
woman, then another gynecologist should l>e added so a woman
can gel a clear understanding of how the contraceptives work
There may be questions thai cannot l>c answered by a Ixioklcl on
birth control
Because there is a need for gynecological services on campus,
the University and the Medical College should not be satisfied
with merely having an "adequate'' clinic, but should lake steps
to provide more attention lo each woman

watergate: in cold cash
By Nicholas vea Hoflmu
The Second A J Liebling CounterConvention began here in a happy bath
of booze, amity and self-satisfied antiNixon one-liners "The slogan is four
more years with two off for good
behavior,' one reporter said to
another, who replied that she had
heard "Truman Capote is writing a
new book about Watergate He's
calling it In Cold Cash ' "
Dick Tuck, the Democrats' merry
prankster whom the Republicans
erroneously but flatteringly blame for
introducing dirty tricks into national
politics, announced that "Charlie
Manson has issued a statement asking
that we don't pre-judge the President,"
while someone else predicted that the
Nixon Memorial Library would be
moved to Fort I.eavenworth
In the game of Can You Top This?
another put in that "Mitchell is so
important they're only going to let him
make license plates with low
numbers." to which Tuck rejoined that
the new White House password is
Pardon me." and everybody

laughingly agreed that "Nixon's The
One."
Liebling II is sponsored by (MORE),
the journalism review based in New
York which tries to keep us in the
commercial media reasonably honest
and accurate. On other days the
younger, farther left and less
compromising participants would be
counter-conventioning against the
American Society of Newspaper
Editors concurrently meeting uptown
at another hotel.
BUT NOT IN this year of Watergate
The younger ones are so well pleased
by the performance of their rich elders
that they have invited to appear on
their program editors from the Boston
Globe, the Chicago Sun-Times, the
Philadelphia Inquirer, the New York
Times, and above all. the Washington
Post.
The first credit for breaking the
biggest newspaper story any of us are
likely to see goes to Post reporters
Carl Bernstein and Bob Woodward
with their immediate editor. Barry
Sussman; the second credit goes to the
paper's maximum editor Ben Brad lee

and publisher Kay Graham, who stuck
by the story through the months when
all they were getting was abuse from
Ron Ziegler and silence from most of
their brother media executives.
But at the (MORE) party all of us
Post Toasties were swelling up in the
cream of their accomplishment. Even
we cornflakes who had nothing to do
with it know that inside our cereal box
is the Breakfast of Champions. Why
even the copy boys over at the office
are walking around with a little extra
swagger The place looks more like a
television studio than an inky
newsroom Just to work for the
Washington Post is to get interviewed
by an electronic correspondent from
Japan or Germany or Iowa.
THE OFFICE joke is that Bernstein
and Woodward have two sets of desks,
one where they interview various
Federally employed crooks, and one
where they get interviewed on how
they do it. It is a unique and high
moment in American journalism, and
anyone lucky enough to have any
connection with it can't help but love
it. and snap, crackle, pop with pride

1i 4\ ,,/f

WE WERI SORRY TO HEAR ABOUT YOUR ACCIDENT!'

The brittle hostesses from New
York, the out-of-town free lancers, the
hopeful young ones looking for a job.
the reporters, the wits, the journalistic
groupies, and substantial editors, all
who'd come to drink at Liebling II
were trying to guess what's next.
The town is alive with one rumor,
that they're even calling up from the
Senate trying to confirm the talk that
The Post is getting ready to bust the
ultimate and last story, the big mega
bombola that would pin everything
personally and incontrovertibly to
Nixon
WHETHER OR NOT that story is
ever to be. some future events are
more discernible One is that television
news, which has played such a small
part in Watergate till now. is warming
up its cameras for the Ervin hearings
This will put the story of White House
crime in every living room in America,
provided the networks don't back off
and harken to the cries that the media
must now join in the cover-up it
exposed to save the Presidency
The fear is growing among
Washington's monarchists that d the
entire public ever finds out all the facts
the demand for impeachment and
decapitation of the royal head may
prove irresistible History, however,
teaches that an occasional beheading
not only strengthens the throne but
instructs future occupants in manners
and humility
Conceded it didn't work so well with
the French Bourbons, but you can
argue that d Charles 1 hadn't had a
good chopping Elizabeth II would not
now be reigning
WHATEVER THE outcome, the
Presidency is in no danger, and least of
all from the citizenry knowing what the
President may have done In fact,
administering the coup de grace to the
wounded, baleful bull in the White
House may further orderly
government
One of the reporters at the party said
he'd just come from covering a
Baltimore bank robbery trial where
the defense lawyer sought to discredit
the testimony of an FBI witness by
asking the jury, "After what we've
learned about the FBI role in
Watergate, can you possibly believe
this man?"
Wcithinglon Poll-King F*atut«i Syndicate

eader's forum
turkey vulture

motion failed because adherents would
not conform to the voting system.

Prove to me you are sensitive, aware
creatures.

'■ Twould just like to say that I feel that
■there should be more emphasis put on
Relevant and pressing issues by this
{paper
; I think that Chris Connine's article
'on BG. conformity is a step in the
'right direction
; So. on her behalf. 1 would like lo
■discuss the ever-present problem of
■the decline in the turkey vulture
'population in and along the marshlands
■of Lake Erie, between l.un.i Pier and
jErie

THE VOTES WERE: one aye, one
yes. one possibly, one maybe, one
hopefully, one abstain, and one no vote
Condemnations of uniformity
deluged The BG News t Howling Green
I in onformist Newsl However they
could not be printed.
They were in too many languages, so
as to not conform, and as one
individualistic anonymous source said.
"They all looked very similar."
There is a hidden message in this
commentary In disregarding what
Connine says, feel that everyone could
find it out. even though some feel that
people are mindless wonders

Betsy Beetham
28 McDonald West

IN CLOSING, I would like to
(reassure the millions of people of New
(York City that I do not generally
(classify them as ass-holes, since I have
■only read the thoughts of only one self
•imagined cultural expert

:

Kevin Taylor
Apt 28 Haven House Manor

jconformity out
j Golly' .teeners■ Gee! These are the
[words circulating through the BG
■campus bell-bottomed community this
[week
I The controversy has been solved,
[however BG has unanimously decided
|to become non-conformist1 Hurrah'
j Credit must be given lo a letter
[printed in The BG News editorial
[section of the May 1 edition The
■historic, "almost legendary, social
•critic Connine dramatically pointed
lout the insidious hold that conformity
| had upon the BG community of
j mindless wonders

i:

; HOWEVER, for an historic first
(time, action resulted at BG'
' In a recent opinion poll given at BG.
Imer S0% of the student body had
■decided to become "non-conformist."'
■basically because of startling
■ disclosures of Connine.
■ Slogans such as "You can read a
[book by its cover;"' "You can't be
different if you look the same;" and
"Ban Seventeen Magazine." all came
into vogue at BG.
Of course, no one used the same
slogan that others had. so as to not be a
conformist. A motion was made by the
University to ban conformity but the

I EVEN THINK that Connine can
figure it out If not. you are in serious
intellectual trouble and should re
evaluate your "individualistic" mental
processes
Thank you Connine for your
masterful commentary on BG society
You have proved once more that a book
can be read by its cover, and you did
such a thorough job of it.
What makes NY so unconformist"
Doesn't everyone conform*
Ted Zaranec
433 N Main St

generalizing

rock concerts
I have, been to most of the rock
concerts and the people who smoke
and or drink have never bothered me.
The only legitimate gripe I've heard
was that the drinkers left bottles. If
they picked up their bottles, it would be
all right
Just to clear up your mind. 1 do not
smoke i either type I nor do 1 drink
alcoholic beverages
Barb Bliss
135 Ridge

women s lib
With regard to your article of Mav 3
interviewing Dr. Shirley Meeker, the
headline to that article, which reads
"Women's lib concepts
need
change ." is at least misleading d not
completely erroneous
The concepts of women's liberation
do not need to be changed They are
indeed the concepts of human
liberation

cameras

request for tennis and for trampoline,
both of which were denied.

number one

I would like to protest the proposed
two-camera security system the! will
scan the east end of the campus
Although its security purposes are
feasible, its invasion of privacy is
deplorable
The camera system, if successful,
will be extended to the west end of
campus, according to Dale Shaffer,
director of Campus Safety
If this happens there will be no
outside area on campus a student can
walk unobserved Before long, they
may start putting cameras in every
dorm room and classroom

This University needs enough
athletic facilities for inter collegiate
sports, as well as enough facilities and
curriculum for all students.

Well, lit; has done it again' While
every other college in the United
States is going to have a spring
concert, we are not
It is amazing that concerts and
football games are not equal in the
administration's eyes

SHAFFER COMPARES the
proposed camera system to one in use
at Case Western Reserve University
CWRU is in one of the worst crime
areas of Cleveland, a far cry from the
conservative clean-cut campus of
BGSU.
Although it is a proposed security
measure, will it stop at that? There is
no insurance as to the limit the police
will go in determining what is and what
is not objectionable.
I feel that this camera system is
potentially dangerous to the students'
Constitutional rights The whole
proposal appears to be another of the
Administration's attempts to oppress
and control the students
Re. Big Brother is watching

Debbie Grimes
438 S Enterprise Apt D

dating game?
I found Barb Silver's column
extolling athletic grants in .ml to be
intriguing 1 would lay odds that she
dates a football player

When you go to a home game, count
the number of wine bottles and cases of
beer brought in and consumed'
So. I guess it's true that there will be
no home games as a result of the
serious alcohol problem, or didn't Dr.
Kakin think about that
Yes. Bowling Green, you're number
one again, in what we'll never know'
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Chris Connine--! care to respond
Although I can understand what you
are referring to. I believe you are
generalizing and apparently aren't
making much effort to improve your
social position here at B.C.
I am somewhat offended at being
classed as a victim of Madison Ave.
(incidentally that's in New York) and
I'm sure if you stepped outside of your
sett pitying gloom and smiled at me
and others I know, we would return the
greeting
TRUE. Bowling Green is no
Woodstock, but a place is to each what
he makes of it If I have found good
people here. I know you can
BG. students, do you lute being
called mindless wonders'* Don't sit on
your heads and grumble about it.

BUT THE "stereotypical concepts of
people in society" do need to be
changed, as you have quoted Dr.
Meeker in the second paragraph of
your article
Headlines that are not consistent
with the material they introduce are
worthless and only serve promote
more
misinformation
sad
misconceptions
OBVIOUSLY a force as influential as
the news media must constantly strive
to prevent such careless errors,
through responsible reporting in its
coverage of every issue
Fighting for human liberation is a
tough battle How about doing your
part to make it a little less tough?
Diane Blischak
116Mooney

kenneth b. white

executive sports editor

facilitie:

jack a. o'brexa

photo editor

Joseph w. darwal

copy editor

janet j. romaker
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Much criticism has been voiced
lately about the money being spent for
intercollegiate snorts
While possibly the proportion of
athletic scholarships to academic
scholarships is somewhat out of
proportion, this is my question: Why
was I refused admittance to physical
education classes?
I registered at the time designated
for students planning to attend spring
quarter who were not currently
enrolled, and was told that almost
every phys. ed. course was closed.
I FILLED out a closed course

Alan Sdver
Ed Patterson
329 Compton

Fred Ortlip
311 N Prospect St

rote m. hume
Business Staff

business manager

roland gabriel

advertising manager

Christopher f. demain

sales manager

samuel f. payne

Editorial ond Business Offices 106 University Hall
Phone 372-2003
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Gold price soars; dollar suffers
LONDON (API The price
of gold soared to record
levels yesterday, above the
once umm.iKin.iblc figure of
$100 an ounce, and kept on
climbing
At the same time, the
dollar laced some of the
worst selling pressure it has
encountered since the
February
devaluation,
leading to fears of a new
dollar crisis
The U.8. currency closed
at a two'month low in
Kranklurt. a three-month
low in Paris, and an 11month low in London The
dollar was also down
sharply in Zurich. Amsterdam and other centers.

Ncwtphoto by Sr«v«n I. Hanson

Facelifi

Weather and aging were just a little tee much for Memorial
Hall. A maintenance crew gives the building a facelift with
new siding.

IN NEW YORK, the stock
market suffered its worst
one-day loss in nearly three
years, the Dow Jones
average of 30 industrials
plunging 18 2t points
Dealers blamed the dollar
drop partly on the soaring
gold price and partly on continued uncertainly about the
stability ol the Nixon
administration because of
the Watergate scandal
There was less agreement, however, on the
reasons for the phenomenal
leap in the gold price of
more than f:i an ounce

Nixon's campaign funds viewed
SANTA ANA. Calif (API
Senate investigators
believe President Nixon
may have used $1 million
unreported campaign funds
left over from his 1968
presidential race in the
purchase ol his Western
White House estate in San
Clemente. a newspaper
reports
The Santa Ana Register
said the funds were kept in a
secret bank account by
Nixon's attorney. Herbert
Kalmbach. who has been
named as one of those in
charge ol funds for OOP
political espionage work
The source of the
disclosure,
the
Register

said, is a preliminary report
ot lcovr.il investigators for
the l! S Senate committee
which is to begin hearings
this week on the Watergate
affair
The White House was
advised of the Santa Ana
report but had no immediate
comment.
FRED THOMPSON.
minority counsel of the
special Senate committee on
the Watergate, said:
"It's the first tune I've
heard of it I think I would
have heard of it if it were in
fact true
"I can't know hour by hour
what all ol our people are

doing but I certainly think 1
would have at least heard ol
something like this "
The federal investigators
have been checking into
allegations that money from
Kalmbach's bank account
was used to pay off several
participants
in
the
Watergate break in in June
1972
At first the investigators
believed that Kalmbach's
account at the Newport
Financial Center branch ol
the Bank of America
contained unreported funds
[mn the 1972 campaign, the
Register said in Sunday's
editions

BUT IT LATER was
determined, according to
the report, that Kalmbach
was also the custodian of
unreported money on hand
alter the 1968 campaign
"There
are strong
indications that a portion of
these lunds. perhaps $1
million, was used for the
purchase of the San
Clemente residence.'' said
one investigator in his
report, as quoted by the
Register
Kalmbach. a major OOP
fund raiser in 1968. 1970 and
1972. has been subpoenaed to
appear belore Sen. Sam
Krvins
Watergate
investigating committee

STOCK MARKET CLUB

Normally the metal's
price changes only a few
cents in a day. It has made a
bigger jump only once belore. a gain of $7 an ounce
during the crisis that surrounded the February dollar
devaluation
Gold closed at record
highs per ounce ol f 102 SO in
London and 1102 25 in
Zurich, the world's two
biggest bullion markets In
smaller European markets,
gold was higher still,
reaching $105 34 in Paris and
$107.50 in Milan

SOME

DEALERS

suggested the meeting next
month of President Nixon
and the Soviet Communist
party leader. Leonid I.
Brezhnev, may be a factor in

the new gold rush
According to this theory,
market activity
showed
major decisions since the
weekend to buy gold The
only relevant new item announced since the weekend
was the date of the Brezhnev
trip to Washington (or talks
with Nixon, June 18-26
The announcement
revived
long-standing
rumors that the Americans
and the Russians would
agree on a higher oflicial
price for gold, perhaps as
part of a long-term trade
deal
The Russians are a major
supplier of newly mined
gold, but they have been
holding their gold ofl world
markets recently, helping to
push the price up

Other IIII.IIH i.il sources,
however, suggested that
there was no evidence yet to
suggest
Brezhnev's
trip
sparked the jump in the gold
price. Some said traders
were searching for anything
to explain the unusual rise
A spot check of refiners.
in.inui.ii lucres and retailers
showed that the price of gold
jewelry generally depends
on long-term costs, not
short-term fluctuations in
the market
The retailers and their
customers-are the last ones

affected. "It's the manufacturer who's battling this
thing day in and day out."
said a spokesman for the
Jewelry Industry Council.
The refiners are the first
ones to change their prices.
DeWilt Alexandre, head of
the previous metals department of the refinery division
of Englehard Industries, one
of the largest refiners in the
country, said. "We change
out price daily depending on
what we have to pay ''
A manufacturer who
orders something from
Knglehard will have to pay
for it based on the price of
gold the day the finished
item is shipped

newsnoTes
Lt. Calley
WASHINGTON
lAPl
Army
Secretary Robert K
Kroehlke
Monday turned down an appeal from
Lt William Calley that his jail
sentence for the My Lai massacre be
reduced from 20 to 17 years
The decision by Kroehlke. on his
last day as Army secretary, is
separate from an appeal of Calley s
conviction, now pending before the
1' S. Court of Military Appeals
Calley has been under house arrest
at Ft
Helming Ga , since his
conviction before a court-martial
board two years ago.

TV abortion
MONTREAL (API - An abonion
was shown in its entirety on Canadian
television Sunday night with the
woman speaking with the doctor
throughout
the
five-minute
procedure.
Dr Henry Morgentaler, currently
lacing charges of performing illegal
abortions, described his method as
vacuum aspiration and performed it
on a young married woman identified
as Mrs Hart
The doctor gave her a local

anesthetic, and she gave no indication
ol pain After the sound of a suction
machine was heard briefly, he held
up a plastic bag

Portland International Airport,
authorities said
William Howard Abernathy, 25. ol
Portland, was reported dead on
arrival at a Portland hospital after
being shot about noon
The hostage was reported safe by
William Proctor, public relations
officer (or the Port ol Portland

Soldier killed
BELFAST, Northern Ireland lAPl
A British soldier was killed and
three others were seriously wounded
by a bomb in Belfast Sunday amid
reports of a toughening in the
command of the Irish Republican
Army
The soldier was the 32nd military
fatality this year and the 787th
confirmed death in nearly (our years
o( communal warlare in Northern
Ireland
The bomb went off as the four-man
patrol approached a factory in the
Roman Catholic Falls Road District
The army said an anonymous
telephone caller had reported a
gunman was in the factory.

State money
COLUMBUS (AP) - The State Controlling Board released $23,900 to pay
Ohio National Guard costs resulting
(rom last ' week's storms and
tornadoes at Kenton, Willard and
Savannah, Ohio
The adjutant general's office said
the lunds would pay salaries of 185
guardsmen at the rate of $30 a day for
work done between May 10 and May
14. in addition to fuel, communications and miscellaneous costs
placed at $2,000
Two other requests from the
adjutant general were approved by
the board, including $102,300 to repair
the sea wall at Camp Perry. The
state will be fully reimbursed the
cost of the project by the federal
government, officials said

Abductor shot
PORTLAND.
marksman shot
employee who
hostage almost
aviation fuel

BLOUSE SPECIAL

7:30 TONIGHT
Rm. Ill, South Hall
ELECTIONS

THIS SPECULATION also
helped drive the price of
gold up last year, before
Nixon's trip to Moscow, but
no deal on a new gold price
was announced then.

30% OFF

Ore. (API - An FBI
and killed an airport
had held a man
eight hours atop an
tank yesterday at

AL-LYN APARTMENTS
801-803 Fifth Street
Leasing to single persons
or married couples

BUMPUS-DAHMS APARTMENTS
121-131 State Street
4 students at $65.00/month each

SPEAKER— FRED UHLMAN

• 2 bedroom units furnished or unfurnished
•
•
•
•

McDonald & Co.

close to campus
24 hour office hours - 7 days a week
9 to 12 month leases available
Reduced summer lease rates

RENTAL OFFICE: FALCON PLAZA MOTEL OFFICE
'across from Harshman dorm)

Spring
Book
Sale

353-9863

Non-fiction, Classics, New Releases,
Fiction, Children's Book And
Art, Art, Art
"ICHINC

ON SALE NOW!
JSm?*
uN
V
%

h

BOOKSTORE
Mon.-Fri. 8-9; Sat. 9-5

Student Services Bldg.

352-5128

Longsleeve Drawstring - Blouses
Asst. styles & Colors 5 to 13

SAVE

SB* &<mJ*24f
525 Ridge

40% TO 80% OFF

352-1973

FOUR
DOLLARS

Buckeye House
Birchwood Place
Mt. Vernon
Now Leasing
Summer and Fall
Summer — $125/mo.
Fall — $65/mo/person
based on 4 man rental

Office 4D's -1:00-5:00 Mon.-Fri.
or by Appointment

Call 352-9378 anytime
or 352-7324

ORDER YOUR
JOHN ROBERTS RING
THIS MONTH, SAVE 14
AND DON'T PAY
FORIT'TILYOUPIC
IT UP THIS FALL'!
Gft S4 00 oil un jo. prwnjlurj
John Roofilt fling oidfilfl beloit
Jit* 10 ov wcilting 6 10 12 Ot
livti* The ojltnct il "ol flu* u"lit
in* urn, n dttwtlW Olflli lofl<«

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
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SAB chief justice appointed
Hal WaU. junior (A&S).
was appointed chief justice
of the Student Arbitration
Board at a Student Body
Organization (SBO I meeting
Sunday night
Wati is resigning his posi
tion on toe SBO steering

committee to accept the
appointment
SBO President Bill Arnold
appointed 16 other students
to SBO positions
Four students were named
to the arbitration board
They are Kim Carlson.

junior
(B.A.);
Lowell
Dillon,
junior
(B.A.);
Kugene Krebs II. freshman
(A&S).
and
Karen
Dempsey. junior (A&S).
Arnold said the Student
Arbitration Board is responsible for handling election
disputes, violations of the
student code and problems
dealing with the SBO constitution. It is also the appeal
body for the Student Traffic
Hoard, he said
Arnold appointed Michael

'/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS
519 Ridge St.
• 2 bdrm. furnished apts.
• Fully carpeted

Kusso. junior (Ed ), at chief
justice of the Student Traffic
Board
Arnold named Lloyd Tulp.
junior (B.A.) ai chief prosecutor for the board, and'
Richard
Barr.
freshman
l Ed.). as chief defender.
Other students appointed
to the board are Pamela
Maykut.
junior
(A&S);
Kobert
Russel.
junior
■ HA i
Richard
Loucks.
sophomore
(Ed.);
Larry
lmely, sophomore (Ed.);
William Hevne, freshman
jJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIHNMI

LUTHER APTS.

Fact

Special
Summer Rates

• Laundry Facilities

Line

1 bdrm. '250.00
2 bdrm. - -300.00
(2-4) Occupants

$130 per month
Summer Rate

Pendleton
Realty

(Occupancy 1-4 Persons!

CALL 352-071 7
or 352-7660

3722445
n

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii,~

GIVE NIXON
THE GATE!

353-3641

G^>

sv>

Bintpei Sticker - only $1 25
MID

• HUH

**«!/*
AL

CAMPAIGN BUIIONI

%Sf>

0NLYS1 00

FISH & CHIPS
English style batter dipped Fish and French Fries

All You Can Eat $1.29
*

Acioss /torn the football stadium

•••••••*•*••••••••••••

TUESDAY NIGHT
GET
3 LARGE COKES FREE

POUTtderS

When
yon're
ready for
contraceptive
protection...

director

Requests to live in the
men's international living
unit on the second floor of
Conklin
Hall
will
be
accepted until Friday.
I)r I. Edward Shuck Jr.,

of

international

programs, said the goal is to
house one-third foreign and
two-thirds American men
this fall.
"We're seeking junior and

" ThiiflT'
99C FAMILY NIGHT STEAK DINNER

PONDEROSA
STEAK HOUSE

DOMINO'S
ST,
applicator

For the best Pizzas
Delivered Hot, Fast and Free

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
Behind Burger Chef

Next to Sterling

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER AND FALL

u N HAVE

* Special Summer Rates

No dvla.il to mu the mood

115 COURT

oi tempt you to tklp. Dainty,

Open Turs. thru Sat.
7:30 - 8
Sundays 7:30 - 7:00

ST.

Batumi feeling. No hormonal.

without prescription.

12 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR

12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES

wcondi.. . instuit protoctio*.

at drug departments

iMa

|BU

coa*mr a* louia Mo

Special Love
from

Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Full Course Family
Dinner

w»k in •ilvinc* ■»d ton ft
within cujr roach. Apply la

to use you can buy it

Congratulations Neophytes

- FEATURING -

Pre-fill the applicator ap to •

ed by physiciana. PRE-FIL It

The American Kcd Cross Hloodmobile will be at St
Mark's Lutheran Church. 315 S College Drive, from noon to
6 p.m. tomorrow
Persons between the ages of 18 and 65 are eligible to
donate blood Those interested should call Kunice Householder 352-0304. for an appointment

"Sugar", Denise, Toni,
Judy, Marcia, Joyce, Billie,
Madeline, and Alberta.

oam

to safe and simple

OPENINGS FOR 1-4 STUDENTS

YOU

u

COME ON
DOWN TO

Highly effective. Recommend-

However, most of the
foreign women have decided
to live in McDonald North
Mall next year because the
dormitory will offer a meal
coupon option

Kappa Alpha Psi

DOES SCHOOL

Call 352-5221
Model Open...Noon till 6 P.M.

grams at 372-2248 or Tun
Davis at 372-1481 by Friday
Dr
Shuck
said
the
women s unit now in Harshman is being dissolved because the women were required to purchase meal
coupons

of

Across from Football Stadium

With the order of any

senior men who are in
terested in an mtrrrultur.il
exchange, he said
There
will be a significant amount
of special programming to
help make the experience
meaningful
Students will be allowed to
request either an American
or a foreign student from a
particular country as a
roommate
Anyone interested should
contact International Pro-

Blood drive scheduled

E. Wootter St.

large pizza

('•"Totmed Friday night.

Hmn 8UBS Ml

Rational Advantamanl Co Inc
Bin «; H Slalion Oaol 149
<Milan NV 10'03
c 1973 Pauoaal Advancamanl Co ln<

Tuesday Special

ft,. Quart., Poundert provide country-folk entertainment for
an audience at the Side Door, Union. The five-member group

International housing available

GIVE NIXON THE GATE

SPECIAL 0(FtB' Both S2 00

*

WVIirier

4" i 12 Da, Glo
WIIH

• •••••••A-**************

(B.A.);
and
Richard
Wallace, sophomore (B.A.).
The Student Traffic Board
is responsible for hearing
and deciding cases involving
student traffic violations.
Arnold said.
He also announced the
appointment
of
Donna
Armstrong,
freshman
(Mus.) as coordinator of
involvement. He said this
position
involves
coordinating
the various
University committees as
well as telling the administration where a lack of student input exists.
Mark
Walker,
student
representative to the Board
of Trustees, announced the
appointment
of
Michael
Wikox. freshman (B.A.). as
assistant student representative.
In other meeting action.
Arnold said applications are
being taken until 5 p.m. Friday
for
the
Steering
Committee post vacated by
WaU.
He said interviews for the
position will be held May 21
and 23 from 6-7 p.m

N
O

RELAX WITH THE
GOOD-TIME SOUNDS OF

■ Todzinger!
WED

FRI

SAT

N
O

IIJKASTWOOSTKR
lt\\t,l I 1 lit MINI

C
O
V
E
R

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

NITES

• NEW MODERN-FURNISHED-CABLE TV.
• 2 mm walk to campus
• 5 mm walk to downtown
• 20 business establishments at your front door

Domino's

Winthrop Terrace

Lunch Time Special

LOW LOW LOW
SUMMER RATES

• Entrance doors secured at all times
• Intercom between apartments & entrance
• Free parking at your front door
• Gas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook
• No long walks on those zero winter days in mud & slush
• Close enough to ieturn to apt. (or more calories between classes.
• Well lighted streets between apts.. campus & shopping area
• FRIENDLY. HELPFUL LANDLORDS

Call Between
11-5:00 and Receive

For Cream of the Crop, Go Campus Manor

MODEL OPEN NOON till 6 P.M.

352-9302

Evenings
352-7365
or
352-8033

3 Free Cokes with any large or
1 Free Qt. Coke with any small
Pizza

1 BEDROOM — 220/qtr.
2 BEDROOM — 250/qtr.
2 BEDROOM
2 BATH — 270/qtr.
Pares Based On 2 People

Call Domino's Now for Lunch — 352-5221
The Piiia People. Period
Offii gooi only between Item

5 pm

OFFICE AT 400 NAPOLEON RD.
Ph. 352-9135

Id
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Circus feats
thrill crowd

By ROM Hurnr
Eiterutamcit Editor
Two thousand circus fans of all ages
watched the Hoyal Hanneford Circus
perform Sunday in Anderson Arena
The audience sat dumbfounded as
Santani Demon swallowed fire and then
balanced a flaming dish on a sword held in
his mouth. They gaped in amazement as
the fearless Santani climaxed his act by
leaping blindfolded through a ring of
swords and flames
The circus was a display of talent from
all parts of F.urope and South America.
Irishman Terry O'Brien thrilled
spectators by balancing teacups on his
head as he stood on a slack wire
MEXICO CITY'S Marcias startled all
as he slid one block after another out from
under his handstand and proceeded to
balance himself on one fingertip.
The Dionne family captured admiration
when Kaymond Dionne balanced his son
and two volleyballs on his head The
Dionnes, immigrants from France, also
juggled flaming torches during the show
Animal acts especially amused the
children.
The Hannetord performing elephants
danced, stood on two legs and bowed when
the audience applauded them
A half-dozen boxers played basketball in

the center ring Unfortunately, the game
ended in a 0-0 tie The dogs burst their
balloons before they went through the
hoops
Also featured in the circus were the
Hanneford Itareback Kiders Tommy
Hanneford proved he was indeed "The
Hiding Fool with his clownish antics in
the center ring.
GliEST RIDER Peter Hauber
performed backwards sommersaults
from one horse to another.
The Hannefords closed the circus with
Alice's Birthday I'arty in Wonderland "
Special gmsls at the party included the
Cheshire Cat. Tweedledum and
Tweedlcdee. Prince Charming and two
trapeze ar'-sts
Robert Gollmar and the Brazilian
Osraro tried to outdo each other in aerial
skill as they amazed Alice and all the
guests at her parly
Princess Tajana also performed feats
on trapeze as other annalists performed
rope gymnastics. Tumblers and
trapolimsts also were featured in
Hannefords production
Two hours after their last performance,
the Hanneford troupe was on the road to
the next slop-Oak Park. Mich
The trapezes were all packed away The
panther had been put to bed.
The circus had left Bowling Green

Newsphotos by Gene J. Puskar
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Blind teenagers conquer mountain
TIMBERUNE LODGE.
Ore. (API • "One of them
was 13. and I don't know of
any other 13-year-old kids
myself who can make that
mountain." said a climber
who had just come down
11.235 foot Ml Hood with six
blind teenagers.
"These kids are far and
above the John Doe kid out
on the street." he said "1
mean, they have the will,
the drive.. "
Sunday was a windy day

on the mountain and by mid
day the snow turned to mush
under the springtime sun
The six climbers never
experienced the dizzying
effect of looking down from
great heights, and they
never saw the surrounding
forest below and three nearby peaks almost as high as
Mt Hood
BUT
THEY
DID
experience what one of the
II seasoned climbers who

THE BROTHERS OF THETA CHI
ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE
OUR DREAM GIRL 1973-1974

accompanied them called
the agony and the pleasure" of reaching their last
ounce of energy and then
going just a little further
"Did the girls tell you that
they didn't think they were
going to make it?" asked

Steve Small, one of the
accompanying climbers. "I
didn't think so either. But
they did."
"There was never a
shimper or complaint out of
any of them." 30-year-old
Joe Johann said. His father,

Ed. led the climb
"I'd ask them if they
wanted to rest and they'd
say yes. but they'd never
bring it up themselves."
Another girl. 13-year-old
Viola Cruz, was asked
whether she would go again

"Sure ..any
replied

ACROSS
l.uli.iili '. i ii>.
Moi.t en.
Pan of Seatland Yard: 4! hr.
I."Id-: >p,in
Krenrh «i.ir
lun«.
Horn •ounrl.

she

day!

The boys were two 14year-olds, Bernie Buhl and
Dan Davidson, and 18-yearolds Les Robbins and Dean
Atkinson

The possibility of establishing a department of
criminal justice at the University is under preliminary
study
The proposed department
would draw upon existing
courses and faculty and
would lead to either a bachelor of arts or science in
criminal justice. I )r Joseph
10 Kivlin chairman of the
sociology department, said
yesterday.
The program would

include preparation for
careers in probation, parole
and rehabilitation work in
state and federal institutions, he said.
"The program could help
area communities upgrade
their programs as well as
provide an opportunity to
study Ohio's correctional
programs." he said
Dr. Kivlin said criminal
justice is a well-established
area of study in the United
States There are several

undergraduate and one graduate'program in Ohio at the
present time, he said

Like H. vn,i d
Wheel part.
Search.
I nl. in India.
I'hra-i- for a
■easonal trihtiti
TV. pre. n«.
Siorr f fodder I
Colorful SH|M
artifact.
■- -In it v SglM
The Fourth ol
July: Phrase
Knvv. for our.
ROM l»i«% here r'iren/e
Swords.
\ trnon Duke,
•iing i Plir.i-e

THE PROPOSED pr»
gram would hopefully offer
student
internships at
various parole, probation
and correctional institutions
and in halfway houses. Dr.
Kivlin said.
Dr. Joseph Balogh. former
chairman of the sociology
department and presently
acting dean of the School of
Health and Community Ser-

vices, first suggested the
idea about ten years ago
The idea resurfaced last
February when Jim Witt.
chairman of the criminal
justice program at Armstrong Stale College in
Savannah, (.a . visited the
University.

KEYSTONE AUTO PARTS, INC.
1367 MIAMI STREET • TOLEDO. OHIO 43605 • 691 2433

— 15 minutes from BG via —
1-75

• PARTS FOR IMPORT &
DOMESTIC CARS
• FREE Teletype Parts
Locator Service
• TOLL-FREE Phone Call
From B.G.

Miss Linda Cooper
(Chi Omega)

Dr. Bette J Logsdon. professor of physical education
and recreation (PERI, has
been named April's "woman
of the month" by Alpha
Lambda Delta

• Clip this BG News Ad and
Save 10% on purchase

(Chi Omega)

MISS DEBBIE DICK

North 1-75 Expressway on Exit 95 (Miami St.)

(Delta Gamma)

7/10 mile off 1-75

SUPER
MARKET

CENTRE

Dr. Logsdon chaired the
committee that designed the
PER
concentration
in
elementary school physical
education.
She
also
established the elementary
school physical education
learning center at Crim
Elementary School

<o»

Wyler's
Lemonade
& Fruit Drinks

Lachoy Bi Pak
Chicken, Mushioom
Beef

3oi

89c
vrasfg&cup &

Frozen Onion
Rings
l-lb. pk.

p|<.

59C

10c
SAVE

zmzy

fc^iiJkCLIP & SAVEsSS^

Cuupon I

for
limn 4

CAMPl'SCALKNOAK

S>..0. O.OO.&& Coupon .>.O.£„0.O„0.<$

jssxEsmMm

limit 2

ivv^MlWJ.VMvvw&lgCoupon Good at Red & White

Tide Laundry
Detergent

Captain Hy
Frozen Fish Sticks

King Size

QQ

News

I imil 3

23c
Coupon Good at Red & While

Folgers Instant
Coffee

Liquid Plumer
Drain Opener

in i

The BGSU Sailing Club will hold a tactics nweting in 266
Overman Hall at 7 pm

Outdoors Unlimited will meet in the Perry Koom of the
l'ruonat9 pm

SKHVICKSOFFF.RKI)
Auto
Kept.tr
VW
4
Domestic LYRIC Auto 455
S Main 352-7031

HELP WANTED

BG News

Waitress wanted Pagliais
Pizxa Applv in person 1004
S Main
Camp Courageous- retarded
children residence Season
Jane u-Aug II Positions
available.
I
male
counselors,
salary
810$50 wk
l
waterfront
director 875 wk male or
female, must have WSI I
maintenance 4V grounds man
826 wk 1 nurse. $100 wk
Room m board furn
for ail
positions
Location
Whitebouae Ohio Contact
Mr Rack Spiegte. 818 S
7747 after 4 pm

-„49c
Limit 1

1—1

1
Mi

BG News

Woman with car wants
s laden t
spr
4 sum
available
to drive her
locally Hrs 4 pay to be
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WeM don t he-congrats and
Best VSishes Signed
The

352

Attractive
barmaids
&
waitresses
needed
for
summer Apply in person
Mr Bo; angles. 193 S Main
Camp Glen Campfire iiirls
Inc Kindlay Ohio Needed
waterfront WSI June 19Aug 19 Contact Mrs Nanrv
Bryant 304 W Hardin St
Findlay 4&840 Ph 419 422
5415

PERaONALS
GRADUATION
GIFTS
custom
made,
at the
WORKING HAND CRAFT

CKNTFR515Conneaul
Phi Kappa Psi little sis
pledges would like to thank
the brothers for a nice
evening Your Littles

Front desk clerk female
Days M F Apply in person.
Ramada Inn, Perrysburg

Phone girl to call appoint
menu, work evenings Call
352*822, 10-6 for interview
82 per hr plus bonus
Day camp staff for 9 wks
this summer Older high
school 4 college students
apply
at
Weat
Toledo
YMCA. IBS) Tremamsville
Rd . Toledo. Ohio. 43(13. or
call Ken Ericsson. 475-3408

OPPORTUNITY
FOR
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Monday through Friday t>5.
(or qualUied male or female
in
child
care
and
supervision in our home
Children ages 4 and 6
Moderate salary or room
and
board,
additional
benefits upon negotiation
Contact Mrs Edwards. 3548883after6pm

Peach-faced
love-bird.
2
mos old Partly tamed 3526379

Tag and A ■ Congrats on
being Delt Li 1 Sisses Knew
you could do it

FOR RENT
The
Hrothcrs of Sigma
Alpha F.pailon would like to
announce the arrival of
Patrick
Quivy
Murphy
Paddy
as he is better
known
ha;, just arrived
from winter workouts in
preparation tor the Munich
beer drinking
Festival
When questioned
about
plans lor his stay in B G .
Paddv replied
Skeet it.
babycakes'
World Student *ssor and
Eiperimental
Studies
presents
Christopher
Douglas |USA I speaking on
An \tro-Aniencan View of
Western Culture at 3 pm in
203 Hayes Hall

I)

Congratulations D J
for
making
Mortar
Board'
We're reallv proud of vou'
IAL TheADPis
Wendy and Larry, congratulations
on
your
engagement
We ve been
waiting for this Love, the
Alpha Chi s
PAGUAl'S
IS
CLOSED
MONDAY 4 TUESDAY
REGULAR HOURS REST
OF WEEK
Jake- I gambled and hit
jackpot when I got you
my Big Brother What
M4M' Your Loving Li I
Barb

the
for
an
Sis

Kleetrophonic
stereo
Garrard
turntable
$75
Tom 2-4190

Sully -I'm
doubling
that
Wednesday night actually
1
happened, but I love it Love
Your Little Sis. Sue
Greg What can 1 say Only
that you're a PEACH of a
big brother Love, Your Li'l
Sis Lyn

Stereo $25

352-

1 Uibson electric. 2 Martins,
never been used 4-track
mike 4 stand
Wah Wah
pedal Biack Finger. Ego.
power
boost.
Screaming
Bird 354-4482
64 Yespa Scooter 160 cc 4
gear
Good
running
condition. $150 Helmet and
few brand new parts free
343 Palmer St . Apt 45 No
phone
72 Opel 1900 station wagon
FM stereo system
Best
offer Ph 352 8654
65 VW. good body Radio.
gas beater Runs well $400
Ph 352-5518
71 Pinto sedan
Call 655-3888

APARTMENTS
RENT 352-9378

LARGE 2 BDRM APTS
FOR 4 STUDENTS NEAR
TOWERS PH 352-7385
Apis for summer 4 (all
rental
Special
summer
rates 1 block to campus
Apply Hamblin Cleaners or
call 353-4673 before 5 pm or
353-3143 after 6 pm
1 2F sum $40 352-7)83
North Grove apU 2 bedrm
furn 4-man $45 each Call
353-5891

4-speed

Housetrailer lor sale or rent
located neit to Offenbauer
2-man Phone 353-8266
For sale'
cheap
living
accomodations 12x50 mobile
home on nice, large lot
Avail Aug or Sept 353-7285

Happy Birthday Bustdnver
from your bustriders Hope
you had a ball

10x51 bomette. carpeted.
(urn .
air cond.
OB
lot storage shed Call alter 5
pm. 354-78*1

Hey

14*51

Greenview
Apartments
SUMMER 4 FALL leases
available 1 bdrm 2 bdrm
4 elf
available Special
summer rates Call 352 1195
or stop by

APARTMENTS
RENT 352-9378

Hots

been worried?

bomette.

carpeted.

FOR

Available fall 4 summer
leases Close to campus
Phone 352 1973 353-9883
Wanted Housemate*s> now
and or through summer
Nice situation 354-0805
I
bdrm
fum
married
couple $140 mo
Opening
June 15430 Sept I Ph SWISS
Deluxe Ig I bedrm fum
apt avail June 15 Close to
Univ 352-5889
Summer
sublet
w fall
option 1 bdrm (urn apt
A C Pool $146 mo 352 5595
after3
ApU. and rooms for mm 4
fail Near campus Ph 352

APARTMENTS

FOR

RENT 352-9378
Wanted M bousemles for
fall 2 hicks (rm craps Ceil

Rog 352-0547
WAYNE APARTMENTS
382-5887, 382-3586

Male pizsa makers wanted

FOR

1 Female to sublet summer
Air conditioning swimming
pool Reasonable 372-2456

FOR SALE

Portable
Sttl

arranged 3534242
Sales help wanted full or
part
time
11000 month
possible, own hrs Reply
name & phone number. "Opportunity.
PO Boi 336.
Fremont. Ohio. 43420

.

Trina-congratulations
on
your engagement We're all
M> happv lor vou two The

■ urn
air
tuno
on
lot storage shed Call after 5
pm 354-7301

D2'i
Tues Kri

Happy 21st. Sas'
Lavern

Need ride to O V May 18-20
Call Joy 372 4*55

10 oz. |cn

$1.19

I will meet al 6 TO pm in 212

Luiftuuticf Steering Committee presents A Monolingual
Demonstration" bv lh- Wallare l*retj»r. I>epl of Knglish
in m Mosely Hall at 7 pm

RIDES

\OO.Q .O.Q.C, Coupon O OOP <>.<><?
Coupon Good al Red & While

Baa

Hostess 9-2
6332

Rider needed to L A Cald
area. May 17 Call 352 910*

8oz. pk.

99c

.._.

There will be a Pentecostal l*rayer Meeting in l*rout
Chapel at 6 30 pm

Psi Chi will meet in 108 Psych Bldg at 8 pm Mr David
Floyd will speak on a Master's degree in Social work- what
preparation the degree involves and what jobs it prepares
a student for

BG News

' ■■
■ ■" m

■—■1 -■

The SocioloKy llndernraduate Interest Group will meet al
5 pm in the TaJt Hoom ol tbr I 'mon

The 11!. Srhool of Self I VIr
Women't Bld(t

10 ".
Dornia.'* aria
from "Tiirandnt."
11 l?th ren. King ol
Poland.

1L

■

^/0,00,0.,0,0.; Coupon Q.QqQ.^.^j

C.miiimi Good al Red & While

limn 1 with Sb puichase

Save 50c

i.i- bird

t ■ IT I general pizza parlor
duties
Mrs
912 pm
Immediate opening Apply
evenings. Mr Kds

The Slock Market Club will meet in 111 South Hall al 7 30
pm to hold elections Speaker Fred I'hlman MclKinald 1
Co

$1.29
BG News

k' Poorly.
13 Doris.
2\ Mi.giving.

Brooklyn."
7 Damp.
R Calico bone.
Q Shoe leather.

CLASSIFIED "Wt»

23 oz.

$1

Letter.

Greek Idler,

She
co-authored
the
teaching
manuals and
served as a consultant for
Ready?
Set...Go." a
physical education program
produced by the University
of Wisconsin's television
center.
Dr. Logsdon came to the
University in 1970 after
teaching for 10 years at Ohio
State University She is the
second recipient of the
monthly award given by the
freshman
women's
honorary.

The BGSi: Karate Club will meet from 79 pm in the
Forum of the Student Services Open to all

Totino's
Classic Pizza

i>

White Cloud
Bathroom Tissue

r

Boston Bonnie

■ ii in mi "I it urn

I Presidential
monogram.
.1 A fir»t as*
pearanre.
6 "
(iron, in

LB

Her talk is part of the 1973
Colloquium
Series
sponsored by the Psychology
department

Tuesday. May 15. 1973

Prices Good Until May 20 1973

Majestic title:
Abbr.
kind t alike t,
Sport* figure:
Abbr.
Global area.
In
Undress.

H

and parietal lobes of the
brain and the differences
between the cerebral hemispheres
She is president of the
Division of Physiological
and Comparative Psychology of the American Psychological Association

201S. Main St across from Mid-American Bank
NOW OPEN Sundays 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Weekdays 8 a.m.-9 p.m.

Kind of pie.

1 liililrrn'. game.
Him: ft.
Large antelope.
Geological
period.
Heretofore.
Daggers of old
Scotland.
Care."
Neighbor of
Sverige.
Snooper.
Type of board.
Man of figure..
Bewitch: Collo.)
Not \ert.

Award presented

— Ask operator for
Enterprize 2433 —

AND HER COURT
MISS KAREN MATOH &

Dr. Brenda A Milner. professor and medical research
associate at McGill
University,
will discuss
"Complementary Specialization of the Cerebral
Hemispheres in
Man"
Thursday,
in 112 Life
Sciences Bldg.
Dr. Milner. a clinical and
experimental
neuro-psychologist,
has
done
pioneering work on the
functions of the temporal

Lamb.
Actual.

DOWN

' ? ' . ■'■ :
J$r
■

Brain lecture set

Keel.

1 Fun rily.
2 Mir.
1 PhrajM of

Upend.
Sentence*.

Dr. Kivlin. Dr Balogh and
several other professors
then began seriously considering establishing
a
similar program at the University.

Abbr. in real
eMate ads.
Irish tn.in'- name

A3 German rily.
61 Through.
6.1 Like a -umiiwr
day.
Ar» Presently.
67 Have an
to
grind.
Ml Main road.
M Tree-.

E.lge-.

Criminal justice degree studied

" .my Kingdom
for
"

M

Tuesday, May IS, 1973, The BG News Pag. 7

100,000 cases a year

Child abuse: 'She fell1
COLUMBUS (API Jennifer had a broken arm
and a black eye. She was
seven weeks old.
•She fell." her mother
told physicians at the
hospital.
Two months later, the
mother brought Jennifer
back to the hospital again
with pneumonia. X-rays
showed Jennifer had four
internal fractures and a
skull fracture, all in various
stages of healing
"1 don't know how they
happened."
shrugged
Jennifer's mother
Markelas Jackson

Black art

sophomorr (Ed.), view* the annual Black Art Display, an

exhibit designed to serve as a medium (or the artistic talents of black students,
in the Amani lobby. Variations range from small photographs to large canvas
paintings.

CHILD ABUSE authorities investigated and placed
Jennifer with foster parents
Jennifer's mother is a
typical child abuser-one of

Court rules on rights issue
WASHINGTON (API In
an 8 to 1 decision bolstering
women s rights yesterday,
(he Supreme Court declared
unconstitutional a federal
law that extends benefits to
servicemen while denying
equal treatment to women
in the armed (ones
The issue, however, failed
to muster a court majorKy
willing to declare that all
discrimination based on sex
is like thai based on raceunconstitutional
THE COURT struck down
a feature of (he lederal law
(ha! grants housing and
medical benefils to the
wives of servicemen while
■I (he same lime denying
(hose benefit! to husbands of
women in the service unless
it is proved that the
servicewoman provides at

least half her husbands
support
Pour justices. William J
Brennan Jr . William I)
Douglas. Byron K White
and Thurgood Marshall,
compared sex
dis
crimination lo thai based on
national origin or race
"Traditionally.
such
discrimination
was
rationalized by an attitude
of romantic paternalism
which, in practical effect.
puis women not on a
pedestal, but in a cage."
Brennan said in a plurality
opinion joined by the other
three
BRENNAN SAID he must
conclude that.
by
according differential treat
ment to male and female
members of the uniformed
services for the sole purpose

of achieving administrative
convenience. Ihesc challenged statutes violate (he
due process clause of (he
fifth Amendment Insofar as
(hey require a lemale
member (o prove (he
dependency
of
her
husband "
Justice Potter Stewart
concurred In the judgment.
and Justice William II
Kehnniusi dissented

While finding the laws in
question
unconstitutional.
Justices U'w is F. Powell Jr
and Harry A Blackmun and
Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger deferred to the
political process on the
larger question
With a constitutional
amendment for equal rights
now awaiting ratification.
Powell wrote for the others,
the time is not ripe for such

Women plan protest
Women Strike for Peace anu the National Welfare Kighls
Organization ire planning a demonstration in Washington
D C I'm -.(i) May 12
The demonstration will protest the continued bombing of
Indochina, the military budget, cutbacks in the budgets for
education, child care and other domestic problems
Women interested in attending the protest, making
financial contributions, organizing a Bowling Green dele
fiatlon or furnishing transportation should contact Linda
Barker al 372-3614

Educational programs planned
Students can gain eight
hours of credit in (education
ton 4i".i next fall by
combining class attendance
with field experience in two
Toledo alternative education
elementary schools
The schools are St Marys
school and Colhngwood

Learning Center
The instructors of the
course. Or Konald Cote and
l)r Adelis Peters, both
professors of education, say
the schools are "open''
schools which emphasize
continuous progress in
education

Student's condition improves
A University student is still hospitalized in the burn
unit ol St Vincent's Hospital in Toledo following an
accident in Bowling Green Friday, April 20
Gerald Kvans. junior i A&S). is listed in satisfactory
condition
He was admitted to the burn unit in serious
condition after the motorcycle he was driving struck a
(ruck on Thurstin Ave. and burst into flames
Hospital personnel could give no estimate on how
much longer Evans would be hospitalized

Pagliai's Has
Discontinued Their
Spaghetti Nite Special
We hope to start again
in the near future

1004 S. Main

Because students often
request more opportunities
for field experiences in a
variety of lypei of class
rooms, this project is
designed to encourage them
to observe tutor and work
with small groups of
children in elementary
schools, the instructors said
THEY SAID the schools
are attempting to implement education in informal
settings where multi age
groups, learning centers and
individualized
instruction

are emphasized.
The field experience will •
be on Tuesdays and
Thursdays Classes will be
held between 10 a.m. and
noon
on
Mondays.
Wednesdays and Fridays
Students need not be
elementary education
majors to take the course,
but must meet the
prerequisites
Insurance coverage is
mandatory, and can be
provided for students who
are not adequately covered

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS.

MODEL SUITE
CALL

Wall to Wall Carpeting
Central Heat and A/C
Patio Grills
Indoor Pool
Contact Our Rental Agent at

741 High St.
352-6248
Hrs. 10-12,1-5,7-11 Everyday but Wed.

Bates and Springer Inc.

DOCTORS FIND internal

THEY LIVE in a poor
neighborhood Her altitude
is "passive, miniature .. ,
highly dependent on her own
parents l.ikes
wants' j
large family right away

'■
;

Jennifer s lather, a
Construction worker, has a
history ol Uil wetting and
nail-biting He is described
as "marginally intelligent."
and "pleasant and cooperative He too, is extremely
Close lo his own parents and
wants "a large family

'•
,
•
•
*

Demolition scheduled
Contractors for the new
Wood County District
Library have begun this
week to raze buildings on the
west side of the 200 block of
North Main Street
The buildings include the
old site of Howard's Bar
West Court Street from
Main to Church streets will
be closed during the demolition. Vehicles and pedestrians will be barred from

parts of Main Street until
•he initial walls are down
Howard Kutter. city fire
chief, said during the construction period, the citv
will
-Close hall of the sidewalk on the wesl side of
Main Street.
-Close the entire sidewalk
on Ihe north side of West
Court Street.
Bract a wire fence along
West oak Street

&*

NO. 1 Tom Randall has worked at Pisanello's since
NO. 2 Bill Muhovich has worked since 1969
NO. 3 Tom Beard has worked since 1968
NO. 4 Don "Wally" Klever has worked since 1
NO. 5 Jim Miller has worked since 1971
NO. 6 John Seibert has worked since 197
NO. 7 Steve Fry has worked since 1971
NO. 8 Jim Davis has worked since 1965!
NO. 9 Jerry Liss has worked since 1

352-7444

HOURS:
12-5
NOW
LEASING

GRIBBIN APARTMENTS

•
•
•
•

Some 30 states have
ratified the amendment
Thirty-eight states must
approve the proposal before
1979 if it is to become part of
the Constitution.

Jennifer was lucky.
"Many times we don't get
them until the physical or
emotional damage is so
severe it will take years to
repair it." said Susan
McCully. head of Ohio's
Division of Children's
Services.
Week in. week out.
hospital nurses and doctors,
private physicians, police,
neighbors, relatives or
estranged relatives report
child abuse cases to
children's welfare agencies.

A case history tells the
story
Jennifer's mother is 17! A
little younger lhan the
average parent I'sychothgisLs describe her as neatly. .
dressed, attractive " She '.
and her husband dropped ijuj :
of high school

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTSCOMPLETELY FURNISHED

Furnished 2 Bedroom
Suites
only $65
• V/2 baths

"By acting prematurely
and unnecessarily, as I view
it. the court has assumed a
decisional responsibility at
the very time when state
legislatures.
functioning
within the traditional democratic process, are debating
the proposed amendment."
Fowell wrote

"THERE IS NO typical'
child abuser. just as there is
no 'typical' cause of child
abuse," Schafer said

Child abuse occurs as
often in upper-class white'neighborhoods as in poor. '
inner-city neighborhoods."
she said "The underlying
causes range from tension.'
frustration and immaturity,
to alcoholism ami mental
illness "

NEW BUILDING COMPLETED

NOW LEASING

• Facilities include

IN MARCH there were IN
reported cases of child
abuse:
--A 5-year-old boy.
suffering from malnutrition,
was found begging food in a
neighborhood bar.
-A 9-year-old girl was
strangled to death in Lorain.
-A brother and a sister. 2
and 4 years old. were found
beaten and burned The
boy's arm probably is
broken.
-An infant was discovered
stuffed in a toilet in an
airliner in Youngstown.
-This year in Ohio three
children have been beaten to
death

injuries in various healing
stages, or bruises on
children still too young to
walk
"And the parents usually
don't know how it
happened." sighed McCully
"You wouldn't believe how
many children in Ohio fall
off sofas' every year."
In older children, abuse
takes the form of neglect
They are left hungry,
unwashed, sometimes
locked away or set out on the
street to beg.
National child abuse
figures show 25.000 reported
cases of sexual assaults on
young girls by family
members in 1972 Kstimates
put incidents at between
50.000 and 75.000
'The
girl's
too
embarrassed to talk, the
father sure isn't going to
talk, and the mother's
probably thinking -thank
(jod. now he'll leave me
alone," said Jean Schafer.
an assistant to McCully

1515E.WOOSTER

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE

(based on 4 person occupancy)

sweeping judicial action

thousands in Ohio state
officials said MB caws of
child abuse were reported in
Ohio in 1972 and the count is
517 so far this year
But. that may be the Up of
the iceberg Some officials
have estimated that the
nation has 60.000 unrepohed
incidents of child abuse each
year, plus 100.000 cases of
physical or emotional
neglect.

For Summer:
835 Fourth Street
2 Bedrooms

150.00/month

For Fall: (9 month)
835 Fourth Street
2 Bedroom (4 man)

75.00/month

For Fall: (12 month)
835 Fourth Street
2 Bedroom (4 man)

65.00/month

810-815 Fourth Street
1 Bedroom Furnished
1 Bedroom Unfurnished

162.00/month
147.00/month

All Apartments Fully Furnished
unless otherwise stated
Air Conditioning — Lounge Facilities
Laundry Facilities

Call 354-1313 or see, Apt 6, 835 Fourth

ifVSrVWsdggggsaa;gsg?sg;sg ggsa

DELIVERY

Power
352-5166

m
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Falcons sweep series
from Eastern Michigan
By Be* Mew
Assistant Sports Editor

Assetlotad P,«, Wir.ph.Se
Death marred Saturday'! lime trials at Indianapolis Motor Speedway as
FotOI

veteran race driver Art Pollard crashed into the wall on the first torn during a
practice session. The fatal accident occured minutes after the track had been
opened for trial runs. The 57th annual '500' race will be held Saturday May
26.

Stickers corral Bucks 13-7
By Jim Mangoae
Smff Writer

The (• .1 linn stickers
finished their regular season
schedule Saturday, downing
Ohio State University. 13-7.
While Denison University
has captured the Midwest
Lacrosse
Association
iMLA) crown. Bti's victory

Opinions
It was a bad trade. The
Browns shouldn't have
passed on third and one.
Johnny Bench is the all-time
best in the catchers position.
These are just a few
opinions on the many
happenings in the world of
sports You too will be able
to get your opinion off of
your chest by sounding off
on the sports page
Send your opinions. SO
words or less, to Kenny
White. Sports Editor. BG
News. 106 University Hall

over OSU puts the Falcons
in a tie for second with
Kenyon College. Both
squads have 6-2 league
marks
Playing on an OSU AstroTurf field. I». unleashed a
scoring barrage in the first
half as they picked up five
goals in the first period BO
held the Buckeyes scoreless
in the opening quarter.
SENIOR Bob Decker.
Bli's co-captain and top
scorer, added five more
goals to his season total
Decker finished the regular
season with 37 goals.
The rest of the first quarter scoring action saw I'aul
Wayne score from I'aul
Collins. Bill Grimes from
Verne Zabek: Decker, one
unassisted, one from Zabek
Bowling Green added
another three goals in the
second period Decker took
a pass from Zabek; Grimes
was assisted by Decker and
sophomore Bill Dencker
scored an unassisted goal to

end the first half

from John Hi>wen

THE FALCONS played
the first half with just one
penalty
As the second half got
underway. BG was leading
8-1. but the Falcons seemed
content to sit on their lead.

Tomorrow the -Falcons
will play their first round
United States Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association
(USII.A) tournament game
against Denison University.
Game time is 3:30 p.m. at
Granville, Ohio

IN THE third period the
Buckeyes outscored the
Falcons 3-2 The two Falcon
goals were scored on an
unassisted score by I'aul
Wayne The other goal came
on a man-up situation as
Mike Wilcox took a pass
from co-captain Led Klsmo
In the last quarter OSU
and BG matched goals as
they each picked up three.
The Bucks held Bowling
Green in the last period aril
outscored them in the third,
but it was not enough to undo
the damage the Falcons had
done in the first half.
Fourth quarter scores for
BG were by Decker taking a
pass from Zabek. Wilcox
from Zabek. Cal Utzman

Faces Toledo today

Netters lose 8-1
The Falcon netters will
try to get back on the
winning trail today when
they travel to Toledo for a
2 30 p.m match with the
Rockets.
Last Saturday, the Falcon
netters were plucked by the
league-leading Miami
Redskins. 8-1. in Oxford
Finished with conference
action. Miami will bring its
7-0 record to Bowling Green
this weekend to defend its
Mid-American Conference
i MAC > championship
Starting for the Rockets
will be No 1 singles man
Ken Brown and No 2 man
Brian Fngels In the No 3
post is Lars Linder from
Norway.
Undefeated swingers Tim
Thomas and Jim Davis hold
the fourth and fifth singles
positions respectively
Rounding out the line-up for
Toledo will be Mickey
Schmidt in the sixth slot
"There will probably be
no changes in their i Toledo I
line-up since this is a conference match,'' said coach
Bob Gill

Tom Lightvoet. leading
singles player and BG cocaptain, upped his undefeated MAC record to 6-0,
and Tim Hoover played impressively in the No 2 spot,
but the Falcons were still
drubbed by the Skins.
Lightvoet. with the team's
best overall singles record
at 11-3. can become the first
netter in Falcon history to
go undefeated in the MAC
while
winning
the
conference
singles
championship
' I was happy with the performances of Lightvoet and
Hoover, said Gill
The
first doubles team iLightvoet-Hooverl
performed
Very well despite losing. 7-6.
6-4 "
Hoover is constantly
improving, and that is what
I hope the rest of the team
would do." said Gill "I have
found no progress by the
rest of the team in the
Miami match."
Gill said Lightvoet has
played very intelligent
matches the last three
meets The come-from-be-

victory over Ken
Daniels is his latest.
Lightvoet took the match. 64.1-6.6-2.
IIIIHI

"LIGHTVOET fell behind
early in the second set and
chose to lay back and let
Daniels win the second."
Gill said. "In riding out the
second set. Lightvoet concentrated on winning the
third
In other singles action.
Dave Brown, the defending
No. 2 champion, got by
Hoover, 6-4. 6-3.
Nos 3 and 4 men. Theo
Mandel and Jeff Denholm,
beat Falcons Dan Ryan and
Doug Dennis. 6-3.6-3 and 7-5.
6-3 respectively.
Fifth netter Ron Dredge
lost to Jim Klliker. 6-4. 6-0.
while Rill Wardrop was
clinching the match for
Miami, winning 6-3. 6-3 over
Tim Howell
The second doubles squad
of Dennis-Dredge was
drubbed 6-2. 6-2. and the No.
3 doubles team of RyanHowell. lost 6-3 and 7-6 in a
tie-breaker set

Aaron hits two more,
31 behind Babe Ruth
ATLANTA (API - Hank
Aaron's third inning home
run provided the go-ahead
run Sunday as the Atlanta
Braves beat the San Diego
Padres 6-2 in the nightcap of
a double header

Babe Ruth's all-time record
of714.
Aaron's first homer of the
day came when he pinch hit
in the ninth inning of the
opener

Aaron's homer off Fred
Norman. 0-5, was his 10th of
the year and the 683rd of his
career, leaving him 31 shy of

THE PADRES opened the
scoring in the nightcap when
F.nzo Hernandez started the
game with a single, stole
second and third and scored

on John dates' throwing
error. Hernandez also
singled and stole second in
the third, scoring on
Morales' sacrifice fly.
Atlanta punched out four
singles to score twice in the
second and went ahead on
Aaron's homer in the third
The Braves added a pair of
runs in the sixth and a solo
run in the seventh

The ability to win one-run
games has been said to be
the true test of a top-flight
baseball team.
Bowling Green's diamond
squad did it twice during the
weekend in sweeping a
three-game series with Eastern Michigan University.
After rolling over the
Hurons in Friday's opener.
8-0. the Falcons squeaked by
in both ends of Saturday's
doubleheader, 4-3 and 9-8.
The wins put the Falcons
over the .500 mark in the
overall record (17-14-1) and
in the MAC (M).
ID Friday's game, the
Hurons had more than they
could take of the Falcons'
DH-not
"Designated
Hitter," but rather BG
pitcher Dan Hebel. The big
righthander not only hurled
a six-hit shutout but hit a
pair of doubles in leading the
Falcons to their 8-0 victory.
Hebel's record now stands
at 3-1.
"He (Hebel) pitched a fine
game," said BG coach Don
Purvis. "I thought he
pitched very intellgently. He
kept getting ahead of the
hitters so he had the advantage on the ball and strike
count. It was one of his
smartest games since
coming to Bowling Creen.
"Since we got ahead on
the scoreboard, they had to

hit to score runs. Consequently, they hit a lot of fly
balls which were caught
pretty easily."
The Falcons broke the
game open early, scoring
five runs in the second
inning. BG got five hits in
the inning--Hebal's first
double and singles by Rich
Arbinger. Dick Selgo. Gary
Haas and Mark Ammons
AMMONS" run-producing
hit in the sixth followed by a
two-run single by Joe Meyer
accounted for the final three
Falcon runs
In game one of Saturday's
twin-bill, the Falcons went
into the ninth inning trailing
3-2, but got a key hit and
beat the Hurons. 4-3.
In shades of Johnny Bench
during last year's deciding
game of the National League
play-offs, Dick Selgo
launched a long homer with
one out to tie the game.
After Bill Pillman singled
and Dave Fox and Paul
I'ardi walked to load the
bases. Haas singled to win
the game for the Falcons.
"Selgo's homer gave us a
big lift," said Purvis.
The Falcons had scored
their first two runs in the
sixth inning on run-scoring
base hits by Arbinger and
Meyer.

Frilling with one out in the
top of the ninth. Loser for
the Hurons was Dale Corbin
In the nightcap, the
Falcons twice had the lead,
lost it and then bad to come
from behind to edge the
Hurons, 9-8.
The Falcons scored two in
the second by virtue of a
homer by Kip Young and
added two more in the third
before the Hurons tied it
with a four-run fourth.
The Falcons jumped back
into the lead in the bottom of

MAC
standings
Miami
Ohio
BG
Toledo
Western
Central
Kent
Eastern

MAC
W-L
13-3
9-4
'.M,
6-7-1
5-7-1
5-10
4-9
3-9

Overall
W-L
23-6
22-8
17-14-1
18-8-1
19-13-1
15-14-1
11-14
22-19

Today's Games

WINNING pitcher for BG
was Ric Richmond (2-1) who
replaced starter Mike

Kent

State

at

Eastern

Michigan (2)

the fourth only to see it
vanish once again in the top
of the fifth as the Hurons
scored a pair.
It was Eastern's turn to
grab the lead in the sixth as
they plated two runs to take
an M lead
Alter scoring a run in the
bottom of the sixth on consecutive singles by Haas. Tim
Pettorini and Ammons. the
Falcons scored the winning
runs in the seventh
With two outs and the
bases loaded. Gary Haas
bounced a grounder which
allowed two runs when
booted by shortstop Glen
Gulliver.
JIM SALEM, who pitched
the seventh, was the winner
for BG while Dale Corbin
was the Huron loser.
"From a pure baseball
standpoint, the third game
was the poorest played of
the three." said Purvis. "We
were just fortunate to gel
that last run
Today, the Falcons conclude their homestand with
a twin-bill with the University of Detroit beginning
at 2 p.m.
Coach Purvis is likely to
start pitcher Jim Salem in
one game and Mike Hale in
the other
"Salem has pitched well in
relief for the last two
years." said Purvis
I'd
like to see what he can do in
the longer haul "

Linksters pace tourney
ByKdHobsoa
Assistant Sports Editor
About three tournaments
ago, Ron Hartoin said he
would start taking golf more
seriously.
Now, after 36 holes, the
freshman linksman from
Cincinnati holds the individual lead In the MidAmerican (MAC! Championship.
Hartoin shot a sensational
score of 72-72-144 at a
conference tourney Friday.
Bowling Green's six-man
squad went into the tourney
with the idea of staying
close to the field.
HOWEVER, individual
performances by Hartoin,
Ken Walters and Steve
Mossing gave the Falcons a
four stroke lead over
perennial powerhouse Ohio
University.
At the half-way point in
the 72 hole tournament, BG
stands at 750. OU holds
second at 754 and Miami is
in third at 764
All 36 holes were played
Friday at the Toledo
Country Club.
Individually. BG holds
down the first and second
spots Hartoin leads the 48man field with 144. and
Walters is one stroke back
at 145.
Walters said. "I was
really up for the first 36holes of the tournament I
feel my game is at its peak.
Everything is coming
together."
Mossing finished play with
76-74-150. four strokes off
Hartoin s medalist pace.
AFTER shooting 73 on the

first 18 holes. Mark
McConnell again had
problems with his arthritic
wrist, and could only
manage 82 on the second trip
around.
McConneU's wrist locked
on the fifth hole of the
second 18. and he hit a ball
out of bounds. After that he
bad great difficulty playing.
Coach John Piper said.
"Our main concern is
McConneU's wrist. If it's
healthy, we should feel real
confident."
SCOTT MASTERS and
Jim Smith rounded out the
Falcons scoring with 161 and
159. respectively.

"We need better play out
of Masters and Smitty if we
want to win," Piper said.
"We had to count two
scores in the 80s You can't
expect to win with scores in
the 80s. The only reason we
did so well was because of
the sensational low scores of
other players." he said.
What looked to be a threeteam race at the beginning
has become just that.
BG. OU and Miami are the
only teams in serious
contention at the half-way
point.
OU received good play
from the bottom of their
lineup, but need better

scores from their first two
men.
With 36 holes to play.
Miami is 14 strokes off the
pace, but are definitely still
in contention. Piper said
Fourth place is held by
Kent State at 772. Western
Michigan is in fifth at 781.
Toledo is sixth at 78S.
Eastern Michigan is seventh
at 792 and Central Michigan
is in last place with a 793
team total.

REN WALTERS said BG
has a big edge playing at
home
If the Falcons can hang on
to their four-stroke lead this
weekend at Riverby. they
will repeat as MAC
champions and earn a trip to
the NCAA tournament in
Stillwater. Okla

The final two 18 hole
rounds of the tournament
will be held at BG s home
Riverby Hills Country Club
this Friday and Saturday.

Spikers impressive at Pitt
By Dai Casseaay
Asilsun Sports Editor

The track event men
accounted for most of the
team points as Bowling
Green's cindermen made an
impressive performance al
the Pitt Relays last Friday
and Saturday.
"They're all coming along
pretty well," coach Mel
Brodt said of the Falcons,
who are now preparing for
the Mid-American Conference track championships at home this Friday
and Saturday.
DAVE WOTTLE and
Tracy Elliott were
individual winners for BG.
Wottle with a first in the 880
and Elliott with a triumph in
the six-mile run.
Wottle set a Pitt Stadium
record by winning the half-

AIR CONDITIONED APTS.
AVAILABLE
803 & 815, 8th St.
• 2 bdrm. furnished apts.
• Fully carpeted
• Laundry facilities

$130 per month
Summer Rate

mile in 1:50.2. A total of 12
stadium records were
established in the 20 events
as nine of the winners
qualified for the NCAA
championships.
Wottle. the golf-capped
Olympic gold medalist in the
800 meters, also anchored
the mile relay team, which
was second at 3:15 to host
Pitt.
Elliott set a meet and BG
varsity record by winning
the six-mile in 28:36.7.
DAVE FEGLEY got a
second-place finish for his
52.5 effort in the 440-yard
intermediate hurdles and

Ted Farver was runner-up in
the 440-yard run with a 47.6
docking
The Falcons got third
place finishes from Carl
Brazelton in the pole vault
(15), Rick Schnittker in the
880 (1:51.7) and Steve
Danforth in the three-mile
(13:43.9).
Dan McFarland set a
University freshman record
by finishing eighth in the
three-mile with a 13 56 4
time.
Jim Spiers was fourth in
the steeplechase (9:10.8)
and Jon Holder was fifth in
the long jump t22'9").
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Happiness is pledging
Kappa Delta!
JILL HAYMAKER
CONNIE HILL
DEBBIE REHM
DEB SCHWEPE
ELLEN SIDLO
MARCIA WADE
ANNE WARD
JANET WERKMAN
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DEE HACKETT
TERRI FUHRER
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